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Abstract
This paper describes a currently being developed procedure of the charged
particle identification for the CMD-3 detector, installed at the VEPP-2000 col-
lider. The procedure is based on the application of the boosted decision trees
classification method and uses as input variables, among others, the specific
energy losses of charged particle in the layers of the liquid Xenon calorimeter.
The efficiency of the procedure is demonstrated by an example of the extrac-
tion of events of the e+e−→K+K− process in the center of mass energy range
from 1.8 to 2.0 GeV.
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1 Introduction
The electron-positron collider VEPP-2000 [1], installed at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (Novosi-
birsk, Russia), was operating in 2010-2013 and currently is undergoing the final stage of modernization,
which will allow it to reach a luminosity of 1032cm−2s−1 at its maximum center of mass (c.m.) energy of
2 GeV. At the two beam intersection points the SND [2] and CMD-3 [3] particle detectors are installed,
the main task of which is the measurement of the exclusive cross sections of the electron-positron an-
nihilation into hadrons. Such measurements are necessary to reduce the uncertainty of the hadronic
contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of muon ahad,LOµ [4, 5].

The tracking system of the CMD-3 detector consists of a cylindrical drift chamber (DC) and a
double-layer cylindrical multiwire proportional Z-chamber, installed inside a superconducting solenoid
with 1.0–1.3 T magnetic field (see CMD-3 layout in Fig. 1). Amplitude information from the DC wires
is used to measure the specific ionization losses (dE/dxDC) of charged particles. Bismuth germanate
crystals of 13.4 X0 thickness are used in the endcap calorimeter. The barrel calorimeter, placed outside
the solenoid, consists of two parts: external (based on CsI crystals of 8.1 X0 thickness) and internal
(based on liquid Xenon (LXe) of 5.4 X0 thickness) [6].

The LXe calorimeter consists of 14 cylindrical ionization chambers formed by 7 cylindrical cath-
odes and 8 anodes with a 10.2 mm gap between them (see Fig. 2). Each anode is divided into 264
rectangular pads (8 along the z−axis and 33 in the r − φ plane), forming so-called "towers" oriented to
the beams interaction point (see Fig. 1). Signals from pads within one tower are summed up and this
information is used to measure the particle energy deposition. Cathodes are divided into 2112 strips
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Fig. 1: The CMD-3 detector layout: 1 - beam pipe, 2 - drift chamber, 3 - BGO endcap calorimeter, 4 - Z-chamber,
5 - superconducting solenoid, 6 - LXe calorimeter, 7 - time-of-flight system, 8 - CsI calorimeter, 9 - yoke.

to provide precise coordinate measurement along with the measurement of the specific energy losses
(dE/dxLXe) in each of 7 double anode-cathode-anode layers (see Fig. 3). Each side of the cathode
cylinder contains about 150 strips. The strips on the opposite sides of the cathode are mutually perpen-
dicular, which allows one to measure z and φ coordinates of the "hit" in the strips channels. The total
amount of material in front of the LXe calorimeter is 0.13 X0, which includes the solenoid, the radiation
shield and vacuum vessel walls.

Fig. 2: LXe calorimeter electrodes structure. Fig. 3: Anode-cathode-anode layer of the LXe
calorimeter. A strip structure of cathode is shown.

For a more accurate measurement of the exclusive cross sections one has to extract a sufficiently
background-free sample of the events of the studied process, which requires the development of the effec-
tive particle identification (PID) procedure. This paper describes a currently being developed procedure
of the charged PID for the CMD-3 detector, which involves the dE/dxDC and dE/dxLXe, as well as the
energy depositions of charged particles in the LXe (ELXe) and CsI (ECsI) calorimeters. The efficiency
of the procedure is demonstrated by an example of the extraction of the events of the e+e−→K+K−

process in the c.m. energy range from 1.8 to 2.0 GeV.
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2 Charged particle identification with the use of dE/dxLXe

In this paper we will focus on the issue of identification of charged kaons. The separation of the
single kaons from pions or muons using only dE/dxDC can be reliably performed only for parti-
cle momenta lower than 450 MeV/c. This is seen from Figure 4, which shows the distribution of
dE/dxDC versus particle momentum for the events of the final state K+K−π+π−, selected in the ex-
periment [7]. With the use of the energy-momentum conservation law, in the case of this final state a
reliable K/π-separation can be performed even up to momenta 700 MeV/c. But for the final states
K+K−, K+K−π0, K+K−π0π0 at high c.m. energies it is hard or impossible to obtain a sufficiently
background-free sample of signal events using only dE/dxDC and the energy-momentum conservation
law. Hence the dE/dxLXe should be used for PID purposes.

2.1 Binding of the tracks in the DC and LXe
Since the tracks in the DC (DC-tracks) and LXe calorimeter (LXe-tracks) are reconstructed indepen-
dently, their mutual connection is required. From the kinematics of spiral motion one can derive the
rotation angle φrot of the DC-track in the magnetic field B of the solenoid, the expected LXe-cluster
polar angle θLXe,exp (measured relative to the central point of the detector) and the penetration angle
αpen of the particle to the LXe (the angle between the particle velocity vector and the tangent plane to
the surface of the calorimeter at the entry point of the particle):

φrot = sign(q)arcsin

(
1.515·RLXe[cm]·B[T]

p⊥[MeV/c]

)
, (1)

θLXe, exp = arctg

(
RLXe
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(
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2Rcurv

)
|

)
+ (2)
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( RLXe
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)
)),

αpen = arcsin

(
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√√√√1−
(
RLXe

2Rcurv

)2)
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where q is the particle charge, RLXe = 38 cm the radius of the first cathode cylinder, p⊥ the transverse
particle momentum, zDC is the z-coordinate of the point of the particle origin (lying on the axis of the
beams), θDC the polar angle of the DC-track, Rcurv the curvature radius of the DC-track in the r − φ
plane. To bind the DC and LXe tracks we apply the following conditions:

|δφ| ≡ |φLXe,meas − φDC + φrot| < 0.03 rad, (4)

|δθ| ≡ |θLXe,meas − θDC, exp| < 0.03 rad, (5)

where φDC is the azimuthal angle of the departure of DC-track from the beams interaction region,
φLXe,meas and θLXe,meas the measured azimuthal and polar angle of the first strips hit, associated with a
reconstructed LXe-track. The |δφ| vs |δθ| distribution in the simulation is shown in Figure 5. It is seen
that the mutual connection of the tracks can be performed with a precision of about 0.02 rad for both
azimuthal and polar angles.
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Fig. 4: The dE/dxDC versus particle momentum dis-
tribution for the events of the process K+K−π+π−,
selected in the experiment. All energy points from the
reaction threshold up to 2 GeV are combined.

Fig. 5: The |δφ| vs |δθ| parameters distribution for the
simulated charged kaons with the momenta, uniformly
distributed from 0.04 to 1.0 GeV/c.

2.2 dE/dxLXe vs dE/dxDC: general considerations
Distributions of the dE/dxLXe in seven LXe double layers depending on the particle momentum in the
DC for the simulated single electrons, muons, charged pions and kaons are shown in Figs 6–7. The
following are the most important DC-LXe differences:

– since the particle is inhibited in the layers of calorimeter, dE/dxLXe on average increases layer by
layer (see Fig. 8);

– due to dead material in front of LXe calorimeter, and since the procedure of LXe-track reconstruc-
tion requires at least 4 strips "hits", there are different momentum thresholds pthr for (anti)protons,
kaons, pions, muons and electrons, below which the track in the LXe does not exist or cannot be
reconstructed (e.g. for kaons pKthr~300− 350 MeV/c (see Fig. 6));

– the values of pthr, as well as the distributions of dE/dxLXe in each layer, depend on the parameter
d = 1/sin(αpen), which characterizes the dependence of the distance passed by the particle in the
dead matter and liquid Xenon on the penetration angle αpen of the particle to the LXe;

– in the LXe the kaon and pion interactions with nuclei play important roles. Since the simulation of
such interactions can be unreliable, the careful study of the Monte Carlo-experiment differences is
required.

2.3 General idea of the particle identification procedure
The idea of the particle identification procedure presented here is the following: for each DC-track, for
which the corresponding LXe-track was found, one calculates 10 values of the responses Resp of some
multivariate classifier (taken from TMVA package [8]), trained for the separation of the corresponding
pairs of particles in the particular momentum p and d parameter ranges δpi and δdj (see Table 1). For
the training of the classifiers we simulate 4·106 events with single e±, µ±, π±, K±, p±, having the
momentum and d parameter uniformly distributed in the ranges from 0.04 GeV to 1.1 GeV and from
1.0 to 1.4 correspondingly. Currently we use uniform partitions δpi = 20 MeV/c and δdj = 0.1 of the
whole available ranges of these parameters, having 53×4 cells in total.

2.4 The most powerful classifier
Since the K/π separation for 450 MeV/c < p < 900 MeV/c is very demanding, the most powerful
classifier from about 40 classification methods, proposed by the TMVA package is chosen. 4·104 simu-
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Fig. 6: dE/dxLXe in each of the 7 layers vs particle
momentum in the DC for the simulated charged kaons
and pions, with the momenta uniformly distributed
from 0.04 to 1.0 GeV/c.

Fig. 7: dE/dxLXe in each of the 7 layers vs particle
momentum in the DC for the simulated charged muons
and electrons, with the momenta uniformly distributed
from 0.04 to 1.0 GeV/c.

Fig. 8: dE/dxLXe in 7 layers for the simulated charged kaons and pions with the momenta in range from 0.475 to
0.5 GeV/c.

lated kaons and pions are used for training and testing different classifiers, using as the input variables 7
dE/dxLXe values, dE/dxDC, ELXe and ECsI. In Fig. 9 the dependence of the background rejection ef-
ficiency on the signal selection efficiency (so-called ROC-curve) is shown for the different classification
methods. It is evident, that the globally most powerfull method (at default classifiers settings) is BDT
(Boosted Decision Trees). In addition, BDT, compared to different implementations of projective like-
lihood estimation (PDE) and multi-layer perceptron (MLP), is trained faster. In Fig. 10 one can see the
ROC-curves for K/π separation using BDT for different particle momentum ranges from 300 MeV/c to
900 MeV/c.

2.5 Example: selection of e+e−→K+K− events for
√
s ∈ {1.8GeV; 2.0GeV}

The operation of the described PID procedure can be illustrated by a simple example: the extraction of
the events of the e+e−→K+K− process in the c.m. energy range from 1.8 to 2.0 GeV. This selection
is performed in the experiment on the basis of 11 pb−1 of integrated luminosity, collected by CMD-
3 at 18 c.m. energy points in 2011-2012. The events of signal and the major background processes
(e+e−→π+π−, µ+µ−, e+e−) at the same c.m. energy points are simulated.
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Table 1: The responses of the multivariate classifiers, trained for the separation of the different pairs of particles
in the δpi and δdj cell.

e± µ± π± K±

µ± Respi,j(µ
±/e±) - - -

π± Respi,j(π
±/e±) Respi,j(π

±/µ±) - -
K± Respi,j(K

±/e±) Respi,j(K
±/µ±) Respi,j(K

±/π±) -
p± Respi,j(p

±/e±) Respi,j(p
±/µ±) Respi,j(p

±/π±) Respi,j(p
±/K±)

Fig. 9: The ROC-curves forK/π separation at the mo-
menta 870 MeV/c for different classification methods
trained and tested.

Fig. 10: The BDT ROC-curves for the K/π separation
in the different momentum ranges from 300 MeV/c to
900 MeV/c.

First of all, in the experiment and simulation events having two oppositely charged DC-tracks with
polar angles θ1,2DC ∈ (1.0;π − 1.0) and satisfying the conditions of collinearity |θ1DC + θ2DC − π| < 0.25
and ||φ1DC − φ2DC| − π| < 0.15 are selected. Further, Figs. 11a–11c show the sum over all c.m. energy
point distributions of the average of the positively and negatively charged particles BDT response for the
simulated events of signal and the major background processes.

The distribution of the average energy deposition of the charged particles in the calorimeter vs the

parameter ∆E≡
√
~p2
K+ +m2

K +
√
~p2
K− +m2

K − 2Ebeam in the experiment and simulation is shown

in Fig. 12a. In addition to the clusters of K+K−, π+π−, µ+µ−, e+e− final states the horizontal band
of cosmic muons is visible. Small dislocations, indicated by arrows, are caused by the tracks passing
through the endcap BGO-calorimeter before arriving at the LXe. The long tails to the left of K+K−

and π+π− clusters are caused by the initial state radiation. To suppress the contribution of the e+e−

final state, the selection criteria on the averaged BDT response (BDTK+/e+ + BDTK−/e−)/2 > 0.2
(see Fig. 11a) are used. As a result the e+e− cluster is almost completely disappeared (see Fig. 12b).
Further, to suppress the µ+µ− background, (BDTK+/µ+ + BDTK−/µ−)/2 > 0.1 (see Fig. 11b) is
required. As result the contribution of e+e−→µ+µ− process, as well as the background from the
cosmic muons are significantly suppressed (see Fig. 12c). Finally, to suppress the π+π− background
(BDTK+/π+ + BDTK−/π−)/2 > 0.05 (see Fig. 11c) is required, and as a result we obtain an almost
background-free sample of K+K− events (see Fig. 12d).
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Fig. 11: The distributions of the averaged over the positively and negatively charged particles BDT response for
the simulated events of signal and e+e−→e+e− (left), e+e−→µ+µ− (middle), e+e−→π+π− (right) processes.
All c.m. energy points are combined. The number of events in each histogram bin is the expected number of events
in this bin, in accordance with the luminosity, process cross section and detection efficiency.

Fig. 12: The distribution of the average energy deposition of the charged particles in the calorimeter vs the ∆E

parameter in the experiment and simulation before background suppression (a), after e+e− background suppres-
sion (b), after e+e−, µ+µ− and cosmic backgrounds suppression (c), after e+e−, µ+µ−, cosmic and π+π−

backgrounds suppression (d).

3 Plans
Plans for the near future are the following:

1. To allow participation in the PID procedure for the DC-tracks, for which the corresponding LXe-
track does not exist or was not reconstructed (which is typical for kaons and (anti)protons at p <
pK,p

∓
thr );

2. To study the Monte Carlo-experiment differences, especially in the efficiency of LXe-tracks re-
construction:
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– for e± - on the base of the events of BhaBha scattering;
– for µ± - on the base of cosmic muons;
– for π± - on the base of a pure π± sample from the 2π+2π− final state;
– for K± - on the base of a pure K± sample from the K+K−π+π− final state;
– for p± - on the base of p+p− events at low momenta and on the base of protons, ejected from

the residual gas at high momenta;

3. To add the response of the muon veto system as a classifier input variable.

4 Conclusion
In this paper the currently being developed charged particle identification procedure for CMD-3 detector
was described. The procedure uses, among other input, the information about the specific energy losses
of charged particles in the layers of the liquid Xenon calorimeter. Particle identification is based on
the responses of 10 multivariate classifiers, trained for the optimal separation of the different types of
particles. About 40 different classification methods, provided by TMVA package, were trained and
tested, and the most powerful and fast of them was found to be BDT method. The efficiency of the
described procedure was demonstrated by an example of the extraction of events of the e+e−→K+K−

process in the c.m. energy range from 1.8 to 2.0 GeV.
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